Every manufacturer is unique. From customer acquisition and retention, through material procurement, design, production and distribution, plus asset management and financial reporting, each manufacturer possesses unique information needs and business processes. Requirements vary considerably by manufacturing vertical and geography, but successful manufacturers always have specific requirements that sets them apart.

Change is the one constant in manufacturing. Manufacturers must adapt quickly to the fast rate of change in the industry. The combination of business model disruption, quickly emerging technologies, geopolitical uncertainty and shifting compliance rules means that standing still is seldom a successful strategy. What differentiates a manufacturer today will likely not set the manufacturer apart in the future. While ERP acts as the hub to support a manufacturer’s core processes and information, each manufacturer also requires additional applications to help them effectively and rapidly respond to change. The need for such applications alters over time.

QAD Adaptive Applications is QAD’s portfolio of flexible solutions for global manufacturers. Though QAD Adaptive ERP is the core application in the portfolio, ERP is just one of the products that a manufacturer may require. Whether a manufacturer is interested in supplier relationship management, eInvoicing, EDI, trade management, supply chain planning, demand planning, transportation execution, asset management, customer self-service, quality management, data collection/label printing, IoT, cloud integration or analytics, QAD Adaptive Applications offers a proven set of solutions, all fully integrated with QAD Adaptive ERP.

All QAD Adaptive Applications can be deployed via the reliable, proven and highly available QAD Cloud that offers 24x7, follow-the-sun, around-the-world support. Most of the applications can alternatively be deployed on-premise. QAD takes pride in working together with customers to ensure fast, dependable implementations and offers related professional services to help ensure business outcomes are properly defined and measured and staff is fully trained.

For more information on how the QAD Adaptive Applications can help your company, please contact QAD at +1-805-566-6100 or email info@qad.com.